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?
You want to take good care of your family. You try to eat healthy foods. You take your 

children to the doctor for regular checkups. You try your best to protect your family from 

accidents and illness. You want to live in a safe neighborhood and home.

But did you know your home might have hidden dangers to your or your children’s 
health? Ask yourself:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The answers to questions like these will help you learn if your home is safe and healthy. This 

booklet will make it easier to answer these and other important questions about your home and 

The purpose of this booklet is three-fold. The first purpose is to provide information about the 

best way to protect your family from accidents and illness in and around your home. The second 

purpose is to provide information about our historical Caribbean housing in hopes of passing this 

knowledge down to future generations. The third purpose of this booklet is to look into the future 
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FACT

Indoor  Air  Qualit y

A s thma & Allergies
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Allergies and asthma are health problems 

that have a lot to do with the air you breathe. 

You and your children spend a lot of time at add to breathing problems. To learn more about 

asthma and allergies, see page 10.

Mold & Mois ture

Other health and safety problems may come very harmful and some can make allergies  

and asthma worse. See page 15 to find out more 

about mold.

Why Should You Be Concerned?

Is the air in your home healthy? The air inside can 

be more harmful to your family’s health than the 

air outdoors. Air can be unhealthy if it has too 

of things—from oven cleaner to cigarette smoke 

has unhealthy air. You may notice bad smells 

you cannot see or smell other 

help you learn if your home has healthy air. See 

page 6.

The number of children with asthma 
has doubled in the past 10 years.

One in 15 children under 18 years of  
age has asthma.

FACTMost people spend over 90% of their time indoors.



FACT

Is your drinking water safe?

make sure it is safe to drink. Have your water 

tested every year to make sure it does not have 

chemicals or other pollutants in it that can make 

your family sick. There are things you can do 

to take care of your cistern and keep the water 

clean. See page 31 for ideas. 

 You may get your drinking water from a 

water company. They test the water before they 

pipe it to you to make sure it is safe. You can 

ask the company or utility for a report on what 

the tests found. Even if it is okay at the water 

comes into your home. Look at page 29 to learn 

more about drinking water.
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may cause 

a deadly gas called  to build up 

inside your home. You cannot see or smell this 

but you can help keep your loved ones 

safe from carbon See page 

21 to learn more about how to protect your family 

from carbon monoxide. 

Carbon Monoxide

Drinking Water

Lead

FACTOne in 40 American children has too 
much lead in his/her body.

Can your children be poisoned by lead in your 

home?

lead. This metal can poison your children. Most 

problems with lead come from old paint or lead 

dust. Lead was also in gasoline and got into the soil 

 

 Lead can poison your children if they get it 

harm her unborn baby. 

 Lead poisoning can be a serious problem 

Even small amounts of lead can harm children.

See to page 25 to find out more about lead 

poisoning.

Many people living in the  
Virgin Islands use cisterns for their 

water needs.



What harmful products do you have in your 

home? 

health if you do not use them in the right way. 

dangerous. Children can poison themselves 

if they get into products like these. Even very 

small amounts of some chemicals can cause 

health problems if you touch them or breathe 

them in. Remember—if you spray or pump 

go into your bodies. See page 32 to learn more 

about how to use, store, and dispose of household 

products.

Do you use pesticides in your home? Almost 

every household uses pesticides

all types of pesticides. They have chemicals 

in them that kill pests. This also means they 

may harm 

some pesticides may cause 

serious health prob birth 

 and even cancer.  

 Your children can come into contact with 

pesticides in many ways. You can take simple 

steps to protect them from pesticides. See page 

36 to see if you are using pesticides safely.
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Did you know that your chances of getting 

hurt at home are much higher than they are at 

work or school? The leading causes of death in 

children and older adults are the people most 

keep people’s ages in mind when thinking 

about home safety.  

 Look at page 41 to find out if your home is a 

safe place to live and how to make it even safer.

Hazardous Household Produc t s

Pes ticides

Home Safe t y

FACTThousands of children die each year 
from chemicals stored and used 

improperly in the home.

FACTNearly one-half of households with a  
child under age 5 have pesticides  
stored within reach of children.

FACTEach year accidents in the  
home hurt more than  

6 million people.
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Everyone needs a healthy home. But there are 

special reasons to think about children:

 Children’s bodies are still growing. Their   

more likely to be harmed by chemicals   

children g

 to get well because their immune systems   

are still developing.

 they get a bigger dose than adults would.

Children play and crawl on the ground.   

 That means they are closer to many things  

 that might cause health prob

 dust and chemicals. Babies and young   

 children also put almost everything in their  

 mouths—things that might have chemicals  

 or lead dust on them. 

Children depend on adults to make  
their homes safe!

Why Focus on Children?

How to Use This Booklet

T his booklet asks questions about your home and how you live in it. By 

answering 

make some changes.  

where to get more help.

Help Yourself to a Healthy Caribbean Home!



FAC
TS

The air in your home

can be unhealthy if

it has too many

pollutants in it. To

cut down on indoor

air pollution, learn

where it comes from.

Take good care of

your home to keep it

healthy! 

Children can spend up

to 90% of their time

indoors. For their size,

children breathe up to

twice as much air as

adults. That means

children are at greater

risk for health problems

that come from

indoor air pollution.
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Should You Be Concerned?

Indoor Air Quality

Most people spend at least half of their 

lives inside their homes. The air 

inside can be more harmful to your 

your home safe to breathe?

air quality. You may notice bad smells or see 

will help you ask the right questions to find out 

if the air inside your home is healthy and safe. 

problems you might find.

Asthma and Allergies

can also be a real problem for people with asthma 

droppings cause asthma attacks in some people. 

about using bug spray and other pesticides safely. 

healthier for people with asthma or allergies.

Mold

with large amounts of mold may cause health 

problems. Talk to a doctor if you think mold is 

in your home. 

Carbon Monoxide

information on how to protect your family from 



Indoor Air Quality
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Sometimes indoor air pollution comes 
from what people do in their homes. 

or environmental tobacco smoke can raise 

children’s risk of ear infections and breathing 

cause problems for some people. Pets can make 

keep them in sleeping areas.  

(A solvent is a chemical that can dissolve 

Home projects can pollute the air with dust or 

harmful chemicals. 

Sometimes indoor air 
pollution comes from 
what people have in 
their homes.

especially those with 

air if you don’t use them in 

for more information about 

household products.  

 

and building products  

may give off chemicals that 

were used in their making. 

 

especially children.

Wattle and daub house lost in Hurricane Hugo

(St. John, Virgin Islands)

may have lead in it. Lead is very dangerous 

protecting your children from lead poisoning.

There are simple but important steps you can 

take to find out what is causing poor air quality. 

you ideas of what to do. Look at the chapters on 

to learn more about indoor air problems. 

place to live may mean taking several steps.



Questions to Ask
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Veranda on a  
clapboard house 

(St. Thomas, Virgin Islands)

information about historical 

Caribbean homes.

Indoor Air Quality

Your Family’s Health

 

or allergies?

 

that happens  

most often while 

at home?

in your home 

have chronic 

bronchitis or another 

lung disease?

Living in a Healthy Home

 

or musty? 

care of your fuel-burning appliances?

 

on household products 

and follow the  

directions for using   

them safely?

or turn on fans when 

doing hobbies or 

projects that make  

dust or odors?

smelly projects outdoors?

chemicals and materials? These are sometimes 

called green building products. 



Indoor Air Quality

FACTS

ACTION STEPS
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Be sure to check the action steps in the 

 

find good suggestions for cutting down  

on pollution in your home and making  

the air healthier.

Living in a Healthy Home

Taking care of food and spills 

right away keeps bugs and 

pests away. A clean home is a 

healthier home.

to let in fresh air whenever 

someone uses chemicals 

in the home.

bedrooms and living 

areas.

and let it air out for at least one day before 

bringing it into your home. After installing 

it to keep down dust.

 

materials air out for a few days  

before bringing them inside. Before 

 

chemicals and 

building products 

cost more money. 

You need to decide if 

the cost is worth it to 

protect the health of 

your family.

MAKE YOUR HOME & CAR SMOKE-FREE

children sick.

SECONDHAND SMOKE IS DANGEROUS

but did you know that 

smoke can make you and your children sick?  

that are more severe or occur more often?  

conditioners will not stop secondhand  

and heart disease?

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY

inside your home or car. 

places where smoking is allowed. 

Ask your doctor for ways to help you stop 
smoking. 

From 
the EPA brochure: Secondhand Tobacco Smoke and 
the Health of Your Family—EPA 402/F/09-004
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FACT
If someone is having a severe 
asthma attack, get him or her to a hospi-

a severe attack:

 

due to shortness of breath.

Bronchus

Alveoli

Bronchiole Lungs

Asthma & Allergies
Should You Be Concerned?

Masthma. Asthma is a leading reason 

that children miss school or end up in the hospital. 

Asthma makes it hard for people to breathe. 

Allergies can also make it hard for people to 

breathe by causing an asthma attack. An allergy is 

This section will help you ask the right questions to 

place for people with asthma or allergies.

What Happens During an Asthma 
Attack?

asthma attack:

 called mucus.

cases is growing and more people die from it every 

year. These deaths do not need to happen.

Warning Signs of an Asthma Attack:

People with asthma who learn to spot the early 

signs of an attack can take medicine right away. 

This may make the attack less severe.

The most important thing to know about asthma 

is that you can control it. Asthma patients (or their 

parents) who learn what medicine to take and what 

triggers attacks can avoid them most of the time. That 

means people with asthma can lead normal lives. 

Many types of medicine can treat asthma. Keep in 

mind that no one medicine works best for everyone. 

You and your doctor have to work together to find 

time to find out what sets off an attack.
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Asthma & Allergies

There are two main types of 
asthma medicine.

One kind you (or your child) take 

regularly to make the lungs less 

sensitive to the things that cause asthma 

a couple of weeks to work. The 

other type is called rescue medicine. You take this 

during an attack to help open up your breathing 

tubes so you can breathe better. 

 steroids. 

have heard stories about athletes who use steroids 

in the wrong way. Asthma steroids are not the same. 

patients usually breathe these medicines right into 

Asthma Triggers

triggers. Other people have many.

allergic to. Common ones are pollen (from trees 

Cigarette smoke is another 

common trigger of asthma 

attacks. Other triggers have 

nothing to do with allergies—

 

Other Common Asthma Triggers

Mold

 

 dusting sprays

perfume
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Asthma & Allergies

 

or allergies?

 

happens most often  

at home?

carpet that is not 

cleaned well or 

not cleaned  

often?

materials in bedrooms?

 

 other bedding?

have covers?

?Questions to Ask

Allergies

Common signs of allergies include a runny or stuffy 

people come in contact with something they’re very 

them and how to take care of them. A doctor can test 

you to find out. People with severe allergies may need to 

carry emergency medicine.

Common Allergens

An allergen is something that causes allergy signs or an 

allergic reaction. Many of the asthma triggers listed on 

your doctor if you have had a reaction to any of these:

Foods:

Medicines:

 some antiseizure medicines. 

Insect stings and bites: most caused by yellow  

sting may kill. Talk to your doctor if you have had a  

serious reaction to a sting.)

Contact allergens: cause reactions when things like  

touch the skin. (Rashes are common reactions to   

 these allergens.)

Look at the questions below to help you find problems 

around your home that may make asthma and allergies 

keep your family healthy and safe.
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Asthma & Allergies

ACTION STEPS
Pay Attention to Your  
Asthma and Allergies

Know what triggers your or your children’s asthma 

or allergies. Talk to a doctor or nurse about keeping 

emergency medicine around if your asthma or 

to take it.

Healthy Housekeeping

 

find somebody else to clean. You can buy one  

at a drugstore.

Keep clutter down. Clutter collects dust and makes it 

cleaning easier.

often. You may be able to borrow or buy a vacuum 

with a special HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) 

filter to get rid of dust. Call your local or state health 

department for more information. 

Keep Down Dust Mites

covers beneath sheets and pillowcases. 

You can buy them at your local 

a mattress pad over it.

mattress pads in hot water every week. Temperatures 

Control Other Pests

Roaches and rodents can trigger asthma and allergies. 

handle pests.

Here are some tips to keep pests away: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 hide or get into your home. 
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Asthma & Allergies

ACTION STEPS, continued

FACT
Air cleaners may help in the bedrooms  

of allergy and asthma patients.  
Good air cleaners (with HEPA filters) cost  

about $100 or so. DO NOT use  
an air cleaner that makes ozone because  

ozone can cause health problems. 

Pets

Furry pets like dogs and cats can cause asthma 

and allergy attacks because of their saliva and skin 

to keep them out of sleeping areas and off fabric-

covered furniture.

Check Your Appliances

Make sure your gas appliances have yearly  

checkups to protect you from the dangers of 

Smoking 

is best to quit smoking. Contact the American 

linger there and affect children.

Mold 

allergies and asthma to act up. Mold needs water 

to grow. Keep your home dry to control mold. That 
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Mold & Moisture
Should You Be Concerned?

Most of us have seen mold or moisture 

around the home. But did you know 

But you may also find it in more hidden places—

under carpets or in walls and cupboards. Mold 

often smells musty. Mildew is a common name for 

your home than in homes in other places.

health problems. People with allergies to mold may 

can even trigger asthma attacks. 

about what the problems are. Mold is almost 

try to keep your home and everything in it dry. 

Here are some places you might find mold:

 

of cisterns

collects

dry or throw away anything that has gotten wet.



?Questions to Ask

How Is Your Family’s Health?

 

and headaches?

 for a while?

 in the household?

How Can You Tell if Mold Is Growing in 
Your Home?

or apartment smell musty or 

moldy?

 wipe off?

Is There Moisture in Your 
Home That Could Cause 
Mold to Grow?

 stayed damp for more than  

 for a long time after a bath  

or shower?

 hold water?

 refrigerator or air-conditioner?

foundation? 
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Mold & Moisture
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Mold & Moisture

ACTION STEPS
 

 from the house. Make sure your gutters  

are working. 

 

 

windows.

 not let them stay wet in the laundry basket  

 or washing machine.

and air-conditioners. 

 

 a lot of houseplants. 

 

 a squeegee or towel after bathing

    or showering.

bathing or showering. Run a fan that is vented 

cooking.

the outside.

out damp areas.

 

 open closet doors and move furniture   

away from outside walls where mold is   

growing. Move your furniture around   

once in a while.

 

away from damp areas of your home.
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Mold & Moisture

ACTION STEPS, continued

efficiency (HEPA) vacuum or air cleaner may 

help to get rid of mold spores in the air. You 

may be able to borrow a HEPA vacuum. Call 

your local or state health department to ask.

get rid of it. (You can find them listed in the 

detergent or dishwashing soap and water   

OR chlorine bleach with soap and water.   

product that contains ammonia.  

How Do I Clean Up Mold? 

Protect yourself when cleaning up mold.  

Open a window to let in fresh air while 

you’re working. 

Throw away things like carpet or  

 

anything you’re going to throw away in plastic 

to stop mold from spreading. Cleaning up mold 

asthma away during cleanup.  



ACTION STEPS, continued
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Mold & Moisture

or dishwashing soap and water. You may have to 

scrub with a brush. Rinse the area with clean water 

and dry quickly by wiping away the water and 

using a fan. Chlorine bleach will kill mold growing 

and dead mold can still cause allergic reactions. 

You do not need to use chlorine bleach in most 

these steps:

 detergent.

 rinse the area and dry quickly.

 that contain ammonia or acids because you  

 will make a deadly gas.

 pets and children.

 out of most fabrics and rugs. Be careful not  

 to spill or splash.

or state health department can provide more 

information on mold. Renters should talk to their 

damage. Cleaning up a big mold problem may cost 

several thousand dollars or more. 

What About Testing for Mold?

can cause severe health problems. This may cause 

worry if you know that mold is growing in your 

agree that health problems come more from the 

length of time you’ve been in contact with the mold 

and the amount of mold in your home than the type 

of mold in your home. 

your time and money on cleaning up the problem 

mold and moisture by following the action steps in 

this chapter.



When In Doubt, Check It Out!
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Mold & Moisture

Miniature Danish Townhouse

 

 

 

 —look in your telephone book

 

 

 

 —www.cal-iaq.org



Carbon Monoxide
Should You Be Concerned?
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French Vernacular House 
(St. Thomas, Virgin Islands)

about historical Caribbean homes.

Ygas can make you very sick or even kill 

every year after breathing too much CO. The signs 

don’t even know they’ve been breathing in CO. 

is a major threat to your family’s health. The good 

news is that you can prevent CO poisoning. This 

section will help you ask the right questions to 

find out if the air in your home is safe and healthy.

There can be so much CO in a burning building 

not kill right away. They can cause many other 

heart or lung problems are more likely to get hurt 

healthy people.

Where Does CO Come From?

appliances that have been put in and taken care 

unvented appliances may not be safe. Electric 

appliances do not burn fuel and so make no CO. 

Common sources of CO include:

 

electric generators

generators in houseboats
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Carbon Monoxide

CO and Smoking

people around you also breathe the smoke (called 

second-hand or environmental tobacco smoke). 

and cause major diseases like cancer and heart 

* See the Safety Checklist on page 23.

think clearly. You lose control of your muscles and 

may be unable to move to safety. High-level CO 

and death.

There are simple but important steps to take to find 

out if your family is at risk for CO poisoning. 

What Are the Signs of CO Poisoning?

poisoning may include:

 

?Questions to Ask

 or small gasoline engines inside your   

 inside the garage?

 you or your landlord had your    

 appliances inspected or cleaned?

 

 stove burn yellow or orange?*

 rusty or falling apart?*

 does not have a vent?*

 

 water heater?*

air openings?*
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Carbon Monoxide

ACTION STEPS
Safety  
Checklist

yes to any of the starred 

and taking care of cooking appliances like 

stoves can be dangerous. Only trained and 

qualified workers should do this. 

does not seem to be working right.

came with your appliance or unvented 

Never use charcoal grills or run engines inside 

your home or garage even for a short time. 

Charcoal grills and small gasoline engines 

all the windows and doors will not give you 

enough fresh air to prevent CO poisoning.  

Never warm up a vehicle inside the garage. 

 

equipment outdoors.

(Older models are called carbon  

using a nonelectric oven or range top or make 

sure the kitchen is well ventilated.

Carbon Monoxide Alarms  

protect you and your family from sickness or 

death. A good alarm will make a loud noise 

when CO levels become too high. There are 

plug-in and battery-operated alarms. Look on the 

package to make sure the alarm is okayed by a 

put one near each sleeping area and on each level 

take the place of checking and taking good care of 

your home’s oven.  
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Carbon Monoxide

ACTION STEPS, continued

poisoning or if a CO alarm goes off:

from a phone outside your home.

or nurse even if you feel better after breathing 

fresh air. They can check your blood and 

breath for CO and tell if you need more 

medical care.  

heating or appliance contractor. You can find 

one in the telephone book. 



FACT
One out of every 40 American children  

has too much lead in his or her body. The rate 
of lead poisoning is even higher in cities. 

Dust from lead paint is the biggest  
threat to young children.
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Should You Be Concerned?

Lead

L ead poisoning is one of the most serious 

health threats for children in and around the 

home. Your children can be poisoned if they 

get lead in their bodies. Lead may cause learning and 

Where Does Lead Come From? 

and other places. Even though this metal is not used as 

The paint on your walls and windowsills may have 

may have lead in it. Your drinking water may have 

lead in it from your water pipes or the solder that 

joins pipes together. Even the soil outside your 

home may have lead in it. 

lead in or around it. There are tests that will let you 

How Can Lead Poison Your Child? 

There are many ways. Young children put their 

they can eat the dust or chips of lead-based paint 

without knowing it. Even bits of paint too small to 

their homes or daycares can be poisoned. 

Children with too much lead in their bodies may not 

look or feel sick. A simple blood test is the only way to 

doctor or health care provider to test your child for lead. 

Lead paint that is in good shape is not an immediate 

Laws have been passed to ban lead in household 

older homes still have lead in them. Finding out if 

lead is a problem in your home is the first step in 
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FACT
Blood Test for Lead

 your child has lead poisoning. 

  is too high.  

   —You need to find out how she or he is   

  getting  the lead.   

 out what to do.

?Questions t o A sk

homes have lead-based paint or lead water 

in paint and water pipes.

your home? 

such as on a door or in a window frame? This 

can make dust that has lead in it. 

through them may contain lead. Lead pipes are 

dull gray and scratch easily with a key or penny.

 

renovated? Projects may leave dust or paint   

chips with lead. 

outside of the building or from industry. Or it 

when gasoline contained lead. Children can be 

poisoned if they play in soil that has lead in it 

or if someone tracks the soil inside the home. 

not had a blood test for lead? Young children 

should be tested for lead. This is especially true 

or playmate has tested high for lead. Ask your 

Have neighborhood children or playmates ever 

had a high lead blood test? 

yes 

children may be at risk for lead poisoning. Look at 

Lead



Lead
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ACTION STEPS
Have Your Children Tested for Lead  

 rag in a room that has lead dust. You will  

 not remove the harmful dust and can stir  

 

 often painted with lead paint. 

 on windowsills. Keep cribs away from   

 windowsills and walls. 

 you find out if work is happening on   

 something that contains lead-based paint.   

 pregnant women should stay away while   

 work takes place. Test dust for lead around  

 the remodeling area afterward.

 

Find Out if Your Home Has Lead 

tested. Your local or state health department  

 can tell you how to do this for little or no   

cost. Many hardware stores also sell low-cost  

 lead testing kits. 

 should be done by trained and certified   

 workers. You can find a certified lead paint  

 removal company by contacting your local  

 lead in the wrong way can make the   

 women need to stay away during a lead   

 removal project. 

Protect Your Children From Lead
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Lead

ACTION STEPS, continued

When In Doubt, Check It Out!

Home*A*Syst

take more lead out of the pipes.

 for a few minutes before using it again. You  

 will know it has run long enough when the  

colder. This clears out any water sitting in   

 the pipes that may have collected lead   

 local or state health department to learn how. 

 they can bring it home on their clothes.   

 Make sure they shower and change clothes  

 these clothes by themselves. 

 your children play there. Have the soil tested  

 for lead to make sure it’s safe. Put in grass   

or other plants to help keep children away   

from the soil in the meantime. 

 reduce lead poisoning. Children with lead   

poisoning often don’t get enough iron or   

 other minerals in their diet. Making sure   

 your children get enough of these nutrients  

 can lower the amount of lead their bodies  

 take in.

 

 blood tests)

testing of paint samples and drinking water)

 

of materials or questions about lead) 

and other housing issues)

(for information on lead in drinking water) 



Should You Be Concerned?
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Drinking Water

Ein America and 

the Caribbean 

drink more than a 

also depend on water in our homes to 

your water is safe. This is mostly true. Public 

drinking water in the Caribbean is safe for most 

to make sure it’s safe for you and your children.

There are times when your home water supply 

prepare food can make you sick. Children may 

have more problems than adults because:

their immune systems are still developing.

 harm them more.

What May Be in Drinking Water  
That Is Not Safe?

Bacteria and viruses

people. Just one drink of water with these germs 

can make you sick.

Nitrate gets into water from animal and human 

waste and from fertilizer. Too much nitrate in your 

drinking water can cause blue baby syndrome 

problem often have blue- or purple-colored 

faces because they do not get enough 

also result in birth defects 

and miscarriages. Baby food 

and formula made with your 

drinking water needs to be safe.

 Lead and copper are metals 

that can get into water 

from your pipes. 

Too much lead can 

cause children to 

have learning 

and behavior 

problems 

and other 

illnesses. 

for more 

information on lead.) 

Babies who get too much copper can have colic 

and spit up their formula more than usual. Older 

children and adults may get upset stomachs or 

diarrhea from copper.

 Other harmful chemicals can get into drinking 

water. Pesticides may get into your water supply 

by washing off lawns and fields or leaking from 

ground and get into drinking water. Even very small 
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ACTION STEPS
Clear the Pipes—Follow this simple step if 

lead or copper is a problem in your home.

when you wake up in the morning or when you get 

feel the temperature change before you drink it or use 

formula because the heat helps dissolve the 

the stove or in the microwave.

Help Protect Water 
Supplies

public water supply is local. 

Your water may come from the 

groundwater that is under your 

it clean or pollute it.

?Questions to Ask

Drinking Water

if you are pregnant.

Answer the questions on the next pages to find out 

if your water is safe and what you can do to cut 

down on risks to your family.

Where Does Your Water Come From?

such as the water utility in your city or town? 

cistern? The questions to ask yourself depend on 

where your water comes from.

Public Water Supplies 

treat the water to make it safe or tell you that the 

water is unsafe to drink.

the results of these water 

tests to customers. 

They mail reports 

or print them 

in a local 

newspaper. 

You can also 

call your water 

utility to ask 

what chemicals 

are found in the 

water and how they 

treat it to make it safe.

Public water can become unsafe after it gets to your 

do you have?

 Lead Pipes: 

have lead water pipes or pipes joined with lead solder. 

Lead pipes are dull gray and scratch easily with a key.

 Copper Pipes: You may have copper pipes. These are 

reddish brown in color.



Drinking Water
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ACTION STEPS, continued

Home*A*Syst

Home*A*Syst program.

Protect Your Water Supply

if it is old. 

Do you know where your cistern is located? 

are stored?

How old is your cistern?  

checkup. You may need to test the water more often.

Is your cistern in good shape?  

Are there cracks or leaks?

Use devices on the ends of faucets to keep water 

from flowing back into your water supply.  

These are called back flow prevention devices. They 

help keep pollutants from washing back into the 

hose and into your drinking water.  

What kind of pipes do you have?  

find out how to make sure harmful metals are not 

getting into your drinking water from pipes.

label says.

that the bottles are closed tightly and have 
labels that say what they are.

down the drain. Read the label for disposal 
instructions. 

department to find out how to get rid of them.

on the ground where rain can wash the germs 

the toilet.

Private Water Supplies

responsibility. Make sure it is clean and safe.

A cistern is a water collection system in which 
rainwater is captured (usually from a roof) and stored 
in a tank. Cisterns are often found in rural areas 
where public water or well water is not available.

Test Your Cistern Water

Has it been more than 2 years since your water 

was tested?

at a laboratory. Cistern water is usually tested for 

bacteria and nitrate. You may want to have your 

Call your local or state health department to find 

out how to have your water tested.
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Hazardous Household Products
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In Case of Emergency

You can reach your local Poison Control 
Center by calling (800) 222-1222 from  
anywhere in the country. Put this number 
next to all of your telephones and where you 
store your hazardous products.FACTIn 2000, nearly 20,000 children  

were exposed to or poisoned by  
household chlorine bleach.

Do you have these products in your 

Household products like 

these are dangerous for 

your children!

Household products are called 

hazardous if they can harm people 

dangerous than others.

You can use most products safely if you follow the 

label is risky for your health and your family’s. People 

run into trouble by using too much of a product or by 

Children can be poisoned if products are stored or 

so even a little bit of some chemicals can cause  

big problems. 

Eating or drinking a hazardous product is 

some products—even a very small amount of 

them—can be harmful. They 

can burn your skin 

or eyes just by 

touching them. 

products can 

make you sick 

if they get into 

your body 

through 

your skin 

or when 

you breathe in their 

dust or fumes.

has come into contact with a hazardous product. 

You may feel sick to your stomach or dizzy. Your skin 

may itch or burn. Your eyes may water or hurt. 

chemicals can affect a child’s growing body.

You can protect your children and yourself from 

following pages will help you learn more.



?Questions to Ask

Hazardous Household Products

Use Safely

Do you use hazardous household products safely?

label. That 

is one of  

 the most  

important 

steps in 

using  

products.

words like  

 

 

work outside or with the windows open. The 

fumes can make you sick if you do not have 

enough fresh air. 

other coverings. The right clothing can prevent 

burns or keep chemicals from going into your 

body through the skin.

containing chlorine bleach with products 

containing ammonia. You will make a deadly 

hazardous products.

product right after you finish using it.

children can see it or reach it.

hazardous products.

in case of an emergency. Tape it to the wall by 

Use Less

Can you cut down on the hazardous products in  

your home?

wipe counters often. Keep the garbage area tidy. 

products if something else will 

do the job. 

products known to  

to unclog sinks instead 

of chemicals. Clean 

with baking soda (for 

scrubbing) or vinegar (for  

cutting grease).
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?Questions to Ask

Hazardous Household Products

Store Safely

Do you store hazardous household products safely?

secure place is best.

helps prevent poisoning and keeps the label 

instructions with the product.

tightly.

 cistern or water pump. This will protect your  

 water supply and your health.

Safe Disposal

How do you get rid of leftover products?

use it up.

hazardous waste collection point. Ask 

your local or state health department 

where this is. 

are very hazardous. You will 

even need to be careful how you 

dispose of the container. The 

label will tell you what to do.

products on your property. 

a water supply is very dangerous.

law in many states.

 

 communities have places for you to do this. 

meters. Call your local trash department or 

health department to find out where to recycle 

products with mercury.
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Hazardous Household Products

ACTION STEPS

When In Doubt,  
Check It Out!

 

 

Notes

Home*A*Syst

Ways to Protect Your Family’s Health

possible.

 you  are certain it is safe to do so.

 containers.

 to use.

 waste collection points.

 

or containers.



Many families are bugged by pests.  

disease and can get into food. Roaches and 

house dust mites can make allergies and asthma worse. 

Fleas and ticks riding into the home on pets or clothing 

can carry disease. The bites of rats and certain spiders 

can make children and others very ill.

pests. Pesticides can pose a real danger if you do not use 

allergies or asthma worse. Breathing fumes or dust from 

pesticide powders and sprays can be harmful. Touching 

with any pesticides used there. Young children put their 

The biggest danger is poisoning. Children can  

 

Should You Be Concerned?
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Pesticides

POISONED BY CHEMICALS  
Don’t let this happen 

 to your child!

A 5-year-old boy drinks from a bottle   

 of bleach that he found under the  

 bathroom sink.

A 3-year-old girl tries to spray her hair  

aerosol disinfectant in her eyes instead.

A baby who has just begun to crawl eats   

 green pebbles from behind the sofa. They   

 look like candy but are really rat poison.

The good news is there are lots of things you can 

do to protect your family’s health and safety. Ask 

yourself the questions on the following page to 

see if pesticides may be a threat in your home. 

FACTAlmost one-half of homes with a child  
under age 5 have pesticides stored within  

reach of children.
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?Questions to Ask

Pesticides

Why Do You Have Pests?

broken windows?

could let in pests?

dishes go unwashed?

don’t have covers?

Do You Use Pesticides Properly? 

sprays indoors instead of baits? Bombs and 

making it more likely someone will come into 

contact with them.

powder on your pets? These contain 

pesticides that may harm people.

reading the label?

when you use pesticides?

 

while using a pesticide?

your children?

washing them well?

How Do You Store and Dispose of 
Pesticides?

 than the packages they came in?

pesticides around the home?

reach them?

 without rinsing them?

 children can reach them?
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Pesticides

ACTION STEPS
Keep a Clean Home

 them often.

 roaches to reduce roach allergies.

 the sink overnight.

 homes for pests. Recycle them if you can.

Keep Pests out of Your Home

 in your home.

 before bringing them inside.

Use Pesticides Safely

 purpose listed.

the reach of children.

 until it has dried or for the time the label   

 recommends.

 

 using pesticides. 



!
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Pesticides

 

 pesticide in a separate load from other   

 laundry.

you don’t have leftovers.

 

 the kitchen.

Storing and Disposing Pesticides

 can’t reach them or in a locked cabinet.

 bottles or any other kind of container.

 right way to throw away pesticides.

 something else.

ACTION STEPS, continued

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

You can reach your local Poison Control Center by calling  

(800) 222-1222 from anywhere in the country.  

Put this number next to all of your telephones and  

where you store your hazardous products.

The word Caution 
shows up on a pesticide 

label when a product is 

the least harmful  

to people.

Warning means a  

product is more 

poisonous than one with 

a Caution label.

Danger means a 

product is very poisonous 

pesticide that has this 

word on its label with 

can burn your skin or 

eyes very badly.

W

Bug Repellent
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Pesticides

Helpful Tips

Tips for Your Lawn and Garden

your area and fight disease.

 

or insects rather than using pesticides.

hoeing is a good way to keep down weeds.

homes for pests.

 

problem is before using a pesticide.

help with lawn and garden care.

Tips for Preparing Food

 under running tap water.

 when possible. 

 like lettuce and other greens.

and fish—some pesticides collect in fat.

 different sources.
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Home Safety

FACTIn the United States, more than 1 million  
children age 5 and under  
are poisoned each year.

Did you know that your chances of 

getting hurt at home are much higher 

than they are at work or school? The 

and guns. The good news is that there are simple 

steps you can take to protect yourself and your 

family. This section will help you ask questions 

to find out if your home is a safe place to live and 

how to make it even safer.

most likely to get hurt at home. 

Keep people’s ages in mind when 

thinking about how to keep your 

home safe.  

Falls kill more people than any 

crashes. Most falls happen at 

home. Most people trip and fall 

down stairs. Falls can be 

worse for adults than 

for children. They fall 

faster and harder than 

children. Their bones 

Young children 

are curious 

and get into 

everyday 

things 

that can 

hurt or even kill 

them. More of them become sick or die from eating 

and plants. Children like to play with these things 

because they can look or smell good.

in fires has gone down. Yet fires are still 

one of the main causes of death 

in the home. Older adults are 

most at risk because they 

may not be able to respond 

to an alarm or get out of a 

building quickly.

Choking and suffocation also 

cause many deaths in the home. 

like a piece of food has gotten 

stuck in the throat and stopped his 

older adults are the most likely to die from 

choking. People can choke on food or 

like a button or a coin. 
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Home Safety

Slips, Trips, and Falls

stairs—free of things that might make people slip   

or trip?

Is Your Home Poison-Proof?

your child within her or his reach? 

Any room can have something in it that can hurt a child: the 

?Questions to Ask

people who get caught in them.  

emergency room because they almost drowned. 

your children safe from many everyday dangers. 

making your home safer for everybody may mean 

taking more than one step.



FACTCarbon monoxide is deadly gas  
you can’t see or smell. It comes from 
combustion appliances like gas heaters, 
furnaces, stoves, and dryers. Car exhaust 
also has carbon monoxide. See the  
chapter on Carbon Monoxide on page 21 
to learn how to protect your family from 
this hidden danger.

To protect 
your  
family, put 
in a carbon 
monoxide 
alarm!

?Questions to Ask

Fires and Burns

smoke alarm?

catches fire?

 

window open?

Choking 

 meals and at playtime? 

Young children like to put things in their mouths. 

into a child’s mouth may cause choking. You also may 

not be able to get them out if they get stuck.

Watch Out Around Water

 

swimming a lot? 

bathtub?

Pools are very dangerous for infants and toddlers. 

A toddler who falls in may die or get brain damage. 

Toddlers love to play in the water. But they don’t 

know that even shallow water can hurt or kill 

them. Running children can fall down and hurt 

themselves badly. Children need 

to be watched around water at 

all times.

Home Safety
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Home Safety

ACTION STEPS
Prevent Slips, Trips, and Falls

 cause tripping. Pick up hazards such as   

 

 won’t slip.

 mats and throw rugs.

sure you can see where you’re going. Ask   

 for help if you need it.

 where you’re walking at night.

Other Tips

 young children in nonskid socks.

jump down stairs.

 members about the dangers of falling and   

how to stay safe.

Poison-Proof Your Home

 

by room:

 

 Your kitchen is one of the most dangerous  

 you and your children. Put safety latches on  

 all cabinets and drawers with harmful   

 a place that children can’t reach. Children   

often get into dangerous products while   

 your children out of the room while  

 you’re cleaning.

 

Keep these out of their reach. Put a safety latch 

on your medicine chest.

 

 

 Things to look for in the living room are   

 and some plants. Keep these out of reach. 

 

 These are some of the most dangerous places 

in your home. There are lots of chemicals and 

poisons in them that can hurt or kill a child: 

children out of these places altogether. 
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Home Safety

ACTION STEPS, continued

Make sure any medicine is  
stored in child-safe packaging.  

But remember, child-safe doesn’t 
mean child-proof, so keep  

medicine out of reach. 

Do you know what to do if someone in your home 

gets poisoned?

call your local Poison Control Center 

right away at (800) 222-1222. Keep this number 

 the poison

Prevent Fires and Burns

in or near every sleeping area. This will cut in half 

the chances of someone dying in a fire.  

heaters—is the leading cause of fire-related death 

a locked drawer will help keep your children from 

stove or grill either.

Teach your children how to prevent fires and what 

between life and death. Talk about fire safety with 

your children. Your local fire department can help.   

Plan and practice a fire escape route with your 

you’ll be ready if there is a fire. Take special steps for 

not be able to save themselves out of the building.

Prevent Choking and Suffocation

can make babies choke if they drink them lying 

drink sitting up. Keep a close eye on the young 

children in your home.

old appliances. They can suffocate and die if they 

become trapped in a car trunk or old refrigerator.  
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Home Safety

ACTION STEPS, continued

Young children can get tangled up and  

jewelry around their necks.

Toys with small parts or long cords may strangle or 

toy’s package to make sure it’s right for your child.

Watch Out Around Water

If you have or use a pool

they walk on the pool deck.

as a fence; children can open doors to get to a pool.  

Take all toys out of the pool area after swimming 

so children won’t go back into the water and play 

by themselves.  

Children should wear life jackets or vests while  

Children can drown in only a couple inches of water.

Other Safety Concerns

aid and CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) 

so they can help if someone gets hurt. Your 

local Red Cross offers classes. 

as lawn tractors. They may get hurt if they   

fall off.
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Native Arawak (Taino) and Carib Indians

T were simple huts made of palm branches 

or cabins made of light poles and woven branches. 

presently the harbor area of Charlotte Amalie.

 West African Influences

The first houses built by the people who came from 

consists of tropical hardwood poles woven together 

and tyre palm leaves (daub) to make the walls. The 

and the other for living. Cooking was done outside 

on a three-stone coal pot. The tropical hardwoods and 

the tyre palm leaves were selected and cut at times that 

coincided with particular phases of the moon because 

leaves would not be eaten by insects. The wattle was 

covered with quicklime and plastered with cow dung.

Traditional Home Types

Historical Caribbean Homes

Native Indian Hut

Wattle and Daub
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Another important architectural feature of a 

porch or veranda. Architectural historians may 

have overlooked the historical precedents for the 

veranda—they have assumed that early European 

colonists invented it in response to the Caribbean 

actually brought the veranda from the tropical rain 

The use of the veranda is widespread in the 

rain forest and is important in the social and 

is well suited to the Caribbean climate because it 

offers shade from the hot sun and encourages the 

Veranda

Historical Caribbean Homes: Traditional Home Types

French Vernacular House

 French Influences

architecture to the Caribbean. The French colonial 

style can be found on the French islands of 

in an area known as French Town.

The French built small wooden vernacular cottages 

that are arranged very close together and dot the 

narrow roads and paths that wind up the hillsides 

in this French community. The cottages are painted 

in bright and contrasting colors. Every young man 

hoping to get married built his own little cabin. 

first thing her father asked was whether the young 

man had built his own home. Home-building 

helping with the building. The French vernacular 

houses are constructed of wood. They have red 

wooden shutters.
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lace-like patterns of iron work are also used on the 

English Influences

the early nineteenth century architecture of the 

plantations and various institutional and religious 

which pattern books were used because the estate 

inventories do not identify the titles of the books 

columns were some of the features introduced to 

the island.  

Historical Caribbean Homes: Traditional Home Types

English Influence 
(Fort Frederik)

were taken from pattern books. Local carpenters 

used a scroll saw run by a foot treadle to make 

the elaborate designs. The designs were cut from 

inches thick. The wood trim was then painted 

using a white paint made from sea shells and coral 

that had been heated in a kiln to produce lime. 

Juice from the leaf and blossom of the prickly pear 

sea water was used to thin the solution.

brought to the islands was the use of fretwork. 

The word fretwork

and it means to decorate with interlaced designs. 

The wood is enriched with pierced or carved 

patterns. Fretwork is also often called gingerbread

which is a word that comes from the medieval 

French word gingimbrat

The last syllable was mistranslated into English 

as bread. This word was applied to an English 

The gingerbread design was a direct result of 

method permitted a board to be pierced and cut in 

a decorative manner. The technique was used on 

eaves and gable bargeboarding. 
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Bargeboard is a board ornately carved and  

attached along the projecting edge of a gable 

well with the tropics because it screens the sun and 

still lets the tropical winds through to help cool 

the structure.

Spanish Influences

The earliest European colonialists in the Caribbean 

can be seen in the island houses are elaborate 

of stone or brick and covered them with a white 

stucco. The thick masonry walls constructed by the 

Fanlight Fretwork

Historical Caribbean Homes: Traditional Home Types

Spanish Influence
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Spanish Influence

Historical Caribbean Homes: Traditional Home Types

Miniature Danish Townhouse

Danish Influences

massive wooden arched shuttered doors found on 

and dark green or black color scheme on the 

Frederiksted according to strict building  

ovens and cookhouses and the use of red-hipped roofs 

on the buildings.

FACTTemperatures in the Caribbean Islands are warm. 
Houses are built to withstand hot temperatures 
and sometimes tropical storms and hurricanes.
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Solar-Powered House

T he focus of this section is on sustainable 

the amount of energy used in our homes. 

This chapter gives tips to save energy by using 

water heaters and photovoltaics (solar electricity).

Sustainable Home Energy for the Tropics

Wind Turbine in the Backdrop 
of a Home Yard Setting  

(St. Thomas, Virgin Islands)
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Fluorescent lighting is available in many different styles and 
can last as long as 6 to 10 incandescent bulbs.

the incandescent light rating. Higher K ratings on 

white. These products are usually identified with the 

Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs)

that use very little energy—even less than some 

become illuminated by the movement of electrons 

through a semiconductor material.

ACTION STEPS

dust absorbs light and lowers efficiency. label.

a home is for lighting. The type of lighting used 

in a home in a tropical climate is an important 

consideration because some types produce a 

significant amount of heat as well as light. For 

Fluorescent Lighting

incandescent light bulbs. To choose a CFL with the 

the equivalent of the incandescent bulb you are 

CFLs can produce varying shades of white light. The 

shade of white light is identified by the correlated 

Lower Kelvin numbers mean the light has a warmer 

color; higher Kelvin numbers mean the light has a 

cooler color. Most CFLs available offer soft or warm 

Lighting

Sustainable Home Energy for the Tropics
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Sustainable Home Energy for the Tropics

Solar Water Heaters

Solar Water Heaters

system will reduce the need for conventional water 

heating by about two-thirds.  

How do solar water systems work?

There are two types of solar water heating systems: 

system consists of a storage tank and a solar 

collector. Most solar water heaters require a well-

an additional outlet and inlet connected to and 

water heater preheats water before it enters the 

backup heater is combined with the solar storage 

in one tank.

Solar Collectors for Residential Use

The two types of solar collectors used for hot water 

systems are the 

A flat-plate collector

dark absorber plate 

under one or more glass or plastic (polymer) 

covers. Flat-plate collectors are used for residential 

water heating and are the most common type 

collector for solar hot water systems. They are 

such as an antifreeze solution. The tubes attach 

to a black absorber plate. As heat builds up in the 

tubes. The hot water or liquid goes to a storage 

by passing it through a tube inside the storage tank 

A batch or breadbox heater consists of a 

is mounted on the roof or on the ground in the 

and heating the water. An outlet supplies the house 

with heated water from the top of the tank. 

Active Solar Water Heating Systems 

There are two types of active solar water heating 

systems: direct and indirect circulation systems.

Direct systems consist of pumps that circulate 

household water through the collectors and into 

the home.

Indirect systems consist of pumps that circulate a 

Passive Solar Water Heating Systems 

Passive solar water heating systems are typically 

usually not as efficient. Passive systems can be 

There are two basic types of passive systems: 

integral collector-storage passive systems and 

thermosyphon systems.
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Sustainable Home Energy for the Tropics

Solar Water Heaters & Photovoltaics (Solar Electricity)

SOLAR POWERED HOUSE

Solar Water Heater and Photovoltaic  
(Water and Electricity) Collectors

Water 
Photovoltaic 
Collector     
(left)

Electricity 
Photovoltaic 
Collector     
(right)

Integral collector-storage passive systems work 

best in areas where temperatures rarely fall below 

freezing. They also work well in households that have 

significant daytime and evening hot water needs.

thermosyphon

system when warm water rises as cooler water sinks. 

The collector must be installed below the storage 

tank so warm water will rise into the tank. These 

attention to the roof design because of the heavy 

integral collector-storage passive systems.

a backup system for cloudy days and times of 

increased demand. Conventional storage water 

heaters usually provide backup and may already be 

part of the solar system package. A backup system 

an integral-collector storage system already stores 

may be packaged with a demand (tankless or 

instantaneous) water heater for backup.

visit www.energysavers.gov.)

Photovoltaics (Solar Electricity)

semiconductor devices that convert energy from 

the sun into electricity. The word photovoltaic 

combines two words—photo means light and voltaic 

configured into solar panels of multiple modules 

current (AC) compatible with any conventional 

appliances and can operate in parallel with the 

utility grid.
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Sustainable Home Energy for the Tropics

How Does a PV System Work?

Photovoltaic systems are like any other electrical 

used is different from that used for conventional 

principles of operation and interfacing with other 

electrical systems remain the same and are guided 

by a well-established body of electrical codes and 

produced by the array.

components required may include major 

specified electrical load (appliances). An 

equipment are also a part of the system.

Why Do PV Systems Sometimes  
Use Batteries?

and to supply it to electrical loads as needed (during 

the night and periods of cloudy weather). Other reasons 

charge controller is used in these systems to protect the 

battery from overcharge and overdischarge.

Types of PV Systems

Photovoltaic power systems are generally classified 

according to their functional and operational 

how the equipment is connected to other power 

sources and electrical loads. The two principle 

classifications are grid-connected or utility-interactive 

systems and stand-alone systems. Photovoltaic 

can operate interconnected with or independent 

connected with other energy sources 

and energy storage systems.

Photovoltaic Storage Batteries and Switch
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Alarms, carbon monoxide

Allergies

Asthma

Carbon monoxide

Carpet

Chemicals  

Choking

Cockroaches

Combustion appliances

Drinking water

Falls

Fire safety

Food

Fluorescent lights,

Historical Caribbean Homes, 

Home safety

Household products

Indoor air quality

Labels

Lead-based paint

Lead poisoning

Mercury

Moisture

Mold

Pesticides

Pests

Pets

Paint

Poisons

Smoke alarm

Smoke detector

Solar hot water system, 

Smoking

Water

Water pipes

Weeds
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When In Doubt, Check It Out!

Indoor Air Quality

 

 

 

 

Asthma and Allergies

Cleaning to 

Control Allergies and Asthma  

 

Mold and Moisture

 

 

—www.cal-iaq.org

Carbon Monoxide

 

 

 

 

Lead

blood tests)

testing of paint samples and drinking 

water) 

 

of materials or questions about lead)  
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drinking water) 

Drinking Water

 

 

 

 

Hazardous Household 
Products

 

 

 

 

Pesticides

 

 

 You can order these publications:

Help! It’s A Roach: A Roach Prevention  
   Activity Book

Citizen’s Guide to Pest Control and  
   Pesticide Safety

10 Tips to Protect Your Family from Pesticide    
   and Lead Poisoning

Pesticides and Child Safety 

Pesticides and Food: What You and Your   
   Family Need to Know

 

Monday through Friday

Home*A*Syst  

 

—www.birc.org

Home Safety

recalls)—www.cpsc.gov

 

 

 

—www.redcross.org

 

—www.nsc.org

When In Doubt, Check It Out!



If you have more questions about the health and safety of your home, visit:

U.S. Department of Housing and  
 

 

 
www.cehn.org

 
www.nsc.org

Centers for Disease  
 

Home*A*Syst  

 
www.nchh.org

 

Healthy Homes from the drop down menu)

IndexCongratulations!Congratulations!

You have taken the first step toward a safe and healthy home!
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Trade names are used only to give specific information.  
The University of the Virgin Islands Cooperative Extension Service does not 

endorse or guarantee any product and does not recommend one product  
instead of another that might be similar.
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